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In 2014, Suffolk Coastal District Council decided to move from its existing
offices in Melton Hill to modern premises to reduce running costs. The
Council began marketing the Melton Hill site last year and Active Urban
Property Group, with their architects Hoopers, has been selected as preferred
developer. The 3.23 acre site is close to Woodbridge town centre, with
views across the River Deben to Sutton Hoo, and the intention is to create a
development befitting its location.

s Road

COUNCIL OFFICES MOVE
Suffolk Coastal District Council will be moving its headquarters to purposebuilt offices on a brown field site opposite Melton railway station in Spring
2017. The Council has purchased part of the former Girdlestones site, owned
by Riduna Holdings. The cost of land acquisition and building new premises is
£3.9m, which will be met from existing resources. Suffolk Coastal will generate
capital funds through the sale of both its existing headquarters and nearby
Cedar House.

River
Deben

Site Boundary

PLANNING CONTEXT
The plan adjacent is an extract from the Suffolk District Council Costal Local
Plan. The site, shown outlined in red, crosses the parish boundary and so is
within both Woodbridge and Melton.
Nearby designations of note include:
• On the opposite side of the railway tracks to the eastern edge of the site, an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty along with an area for the retention of
riverside qualities and shoreline for houseboats
• To the western edge of the site, an area for the protection of trees and
character north of Pytches Road, and an area to be protected from
development to the south of Pytches Road (which further west widens
north of the road)
Site Boundary
Parish Boundary
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Area to be Protected from Development
B1 Employment Area
Houseboats
Protection of Trees and Character
Retention of Riverside Qualities

COMMUNITY PLANNING WEEKEND
Around 150 members of the Woodbridge and Melton community participated
at the Melton Hill, Woodbridge Community Planning Weekend on 15 & 16
April 2016 to help create a Vision for a high quality residential development on
land at Melton Hill, currently owned by Suffolk Coastal District Council.
The design team have since moved forward to prepare a detailed planning
application for the site, which it is anticipated will be submitted in late spring
2017.
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Site Location and Context
WIDER CONTEXT
Woodbridge is located in Suffolk Coastal District. It is the
third largest town by population size in the district, with
a population 7,820 recorded in the 2011 Census – only
Felixstowe and Kesgrave were larger, with populations of
24,110 and 14,400 respectively.

TO LOWESTOFT
TO BURY ST
EDMUNDS

WOODBRIDGE

Woodbridge lies along the River Deben, approximately
eight kilometres inland from the coast. It sits a few
kilometres northeast of Ipswich, the largest urban centre
in the nearby area.

MoD Woodbridge
- Rock Barracks

The town is located on the East Suffolk Line, which serves
Woodbridge Railway Station, connecting to both Ipswich
and Lowestoft. It is served by the A12, running northeast
to southwest between Great Yarmouth and London.
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TO COLCHESTER
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SITE LOCATION
WOODS LN

The 3.23 acre site is currently occupied by Suffolk Coastal
District Council offices, straddling the parish boundary
between Woodbridge and Melton. It is just a few minutes’
walk northeast from Woodbridge town centre, as well as
being a short distance to Woodbridge Primary School.
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Current site access is from Melton Hill, near the junction
with Pytches Road. The site is bounded to the east
by a fence protecting the railway tracks, and there are
neighbouring houses and apartments backing on to the
north and south sides.
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History
Although archaeology dates habitation back to the
Neolithic Times, it was likely after the Roman occupation
ended (around 410 A.D.) and Anglo Saxons arrived that
there was substantial human settlement in the local area.
In fact, Woodbridge is just across the River Deben from
Sutton Hoo, a 6th and 7th century burial ship turned
National Trust site that is regarded as the most significant
Anglo Saxon site in the United Kingdom.


Woodbridge
Conservation Area



In the Middle Ages, Woodbridge became an important
port and trading centre, with industries including ropemaking, sail-making and boat-building – including providing
ships in 1588 for the English to fight in the Spanish
Armada. Later, radar was invented and tested at nearby
Bawdsey Radar Station shortly before the start of World
War II.
Woodbridge today maintains its waterfront and market
town character. Many buildings remain from the Tudor,
Georgian, Regency and Victorian eras and the Woodbridge
Conservation Area was designated in April 1969 to
protect the historical character and identity of a large area
in central Woodbridge. This plan of the conservation area
also shows the town’s many listed buildings in purple.



Historical aerial: 1945

Historical aerial: 2000
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Local Uses and Character
Site boundary
Residential
Mixed use
School
Other institutional
Park
Water
Church
Retail
Pub / restaurant
Community facility
School
Accommodation
Walking radii

TOWN CHARACTER

LOCAL ATTRACTIONS

The special character and appearance of small towns is
usually a function of history, topography, of human scale,
and of continuous townscapes built of a varied but limited
palette of building materials.

Woodbridge’s market town character combine with
its position on the Deben estuary to attract local and
regional visitors.

Woodbridge displays these characteristics in a number
of its central streets, particularly Church Street, Market
Hill, New Street and Cumberland Street, but especially
The Thoroughfare, which leads from the town centre to
the development site on Melton Hill. The Thoroughfare
has almost a continuous building frontage – which
sparks interest by confining views – while its mixed uses
create activity and the feeling of a comfortable, walkable
environment.

The Deben Estuary provides Woodbridge with beautiful
views, a valuable wildlife habitat, and opportunities for
a wide range of recreational activities, including sailing,
fishing, walking and cycling. The remarkable landscape in
Suffolk Coast & Heaths earned the area status as an Area
of Natural Beauty (AONB) in 1970 – a landscape status
equal to a National Park.

In the town centre, Thoroughfare has a large number of
independent businesses, including restaurants, pubs and
restaurants. Shoppers also head to Market Hill, where
Central Woodbridge is characterised historically by a
markets frequently take place in Market Square next to
range of locally sourced vernacular building materials. Local Shire Hall. The working Tide Mill is also an attraction.
Suffolk red and gault bricks, painted rendered facades and
clay tile roofs are clearly evident in the immediate vicinity.
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Consensus Masterplan from Community Planning Weekend
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Key
LANDSCAPE & OPEN SPACE
1
2

Drummer Boys statue set within enhanced hard landscaped
setting
Vista through to river Deben and Sutton Hoo

MIXED USES
10

Mixed use areas at ground floor front onto Formal square

11

Concierge and flexible business space
Cafe fronting onto The Thoroughfare with outdoor space
for seating

3

New square with street trees forming sense of arrival

12

4

Semi-formal garden incorporating active water features

13

5

Natural garden meadow leading towards wetland area and
viewing tower

14

6

Private gardens

7

Semi private courtyard gardens with raised ‘edible garden’
planters

ACCESS & CONNECTIONS

8

Garden square creating setting to adjacent Listed building

15

9

Vegetation along boundaries to be retained where possible
and supplemented where appropriate to create privacy,
security and setting

16

New pedestrian crossings allow easier navigation and traffic
calming

17

Ramped approach to undercroft parking at lower level

18

Emergency access only to the south

19

Potential footpath connection to Maltings Yard

20

New footpath connection east-west through the site

21

Pedestrian / cycle link from Deben Road to Maltings Yard via
new Boardwalk and wetland area

Creative and flexible community space at ground floor level
Arrival space provides drop off and access for deliveries

Wider paved frontage providing inviting setting to site and
easier access

BUILT FORM
22

Pavilion buildings fronting onto The Thoroughfare repair
street frontage and continue grain as per opposite side of
street

23

Focal building on axis with Pytches Road

24

Courtyard buildings with semi private gardens

25

Pivotal building at heart of the scheme

26

Townhouses to northern boundary

27

Potential Self-build duplexes with verandas overlooking
wetland meadow

28

Warehouse style building to replicate scale of built form with
Maltings Yard development

29

Smaller scale of buildings adjacent to Listed building

30

Viewing tower
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Key Themes from Community Planning Weekend
The following themes represent a summary of the views of participants over
the Community Planning process which began at the launch on 21 March
and culminated at the Community Planning Weekend. All quotes are from
community participants unless otherwise stated.

A UNIQUE LOCATION
The Melton Hill site sits on the brow of a hill, with great views over the River
Deben to Sutton Hoo. Participants saw the potential of this unique site to
deliver an exceptional residential development, integrated into Woodbridge
and with scope to explore the potential for mixed uses on the site to
encourage social integration and community benefit. There was no support for
any kind of gated housing estate.
“We need to make something exceptional here – it should be a living
community, not just housing.”
“Everyone knows that the Council car park has the best views in
Woodbridge.”

CREATING A PLACE
Participants expect a high quality scheme - the crucial aspect is to create a
‘place’, not just a housing estate. It was felt that intimate streets with a sense
of enclosure would reflect the Woodbridge character with local materials,
but that contemporary design should be introduced rather than pastiche.
Using the site’s slope for underground parking would create a largely car free
environment to the benefit of the development.
“We need housing which feels part of the town centre, not an estate on its
own.”
“I would like to see a site with imaginative, modern, low-carbon buildings of
distinctive and attractive design, i.e. not ‘clone town’ designs.”

A WELCOMING ENTRANCE
There was a desire to create a public space on Melton Hill with open views
from Melton Hill to the river. Traffic calming measures should be explored
to reduce traffic speeds at the junction with Pytches Road and improve the
quality of the environment. This in turn could persuade more people to walk
rather than drive into town and improve safety for local children walking to
Woodbridge Primary School.
“Open up a view through the site to the river.”
“We need a safer junction at Pytches Road, especially for children walking
to Woodbridge Primary School.”

LANDSCAPE & ENVIRONMENT
The provision of hard and soft public spaces within the site, should include
inspirational play areas, encourage social interaction and help integrate the
site with the rest of Woodbridge. The flood plain area can provide space for
imaginative natural meadow with boardwalks.
“We must have somewhere that children can play safely, with no cars –
what about trees to climb!”
“More growing space and room for nature would end up with a happier
community with less stress.”

INTEGRATION & MIXED USES
It was felt that the new residents should be integrated with existing parts of
Woodbridge, not just physically but socially. Most participants wanted the
site to provide a mix of housing with a focus on affordability. A development
that includes a mix of uses and incorporates some space for art, meetings
and/or youth activities would be welcome. The development will provide
contributions to local infrastructure as part of the planning agreement.
“Young people grow up here and want to stay in their home town - we
need somewhere for them.”
“There’s up to 50 groups who all tend to do their own thing. We need a
community space that’s multi-generation, to bring people together.”

NEW LINKS
A new pedestrian and cycle link close to the railway could be created to
Deben Road and The Maltings. This would provide neighbours with an
alternative route to the riverside, the town centre and the new meadow at the
bottom of the site. The new link must be sensitively designed to protect the
residential amenity of those who live in immediate proximity.
“We want people to get out of their cars and on to their feet.”
“Our dream is for a way through – only walking or cycling though – as it’s
such a horrible route to town along the main road.”

RESPECT FOR NEIGHBOURS
Respect for all neighbours is a key consideration, in terms of ensuring privacy
through natural screening, and mitigating noise and disruption during the
construction phase.
“Keep the trees – they’re full of wild plums and it’s a natural barrier.”

STAY OR GO

OPPORTUNITY FOR SOMETHING UNIQUE

The Drummer Boys statue is a significant landmark and participants felt
that the possibility of it remaining in its existing location should be explored.
Similarly whilst some people saw the potential to retain and convert the
existing buildings fronting Melton Hill others felt they were of little significance
and could be replaced by new buildings of high quality.

There is a strong creative community within Woodbridge. Participants
suggested a new neighbourhood that is innovative and with benefits to the
town, which could include exploring other options of affordable living, such as
live/work and self-build and providing training and employment opportunities
for local people.

“The Drummer Boys statue comes from a Kipling short story: they refused
to retreat. If you leave it where it is, that would be lovely.”
“The buildings are not listed - they are not particularly special!”
“What about an art gallery and café in the old Police station, with a really
wide window that has a view to the river?”

“I’m very keen that builders should not put up same old buildings – use our
young people to learn new building technologies.”

CONTINUING THE PARTICIPATION PROCESS
A large number of people participated positively in the process, contributing
many ideas and suggestions for the future of the site. It is important to
continue the process and a future meeting would be welcome. In addition,
the setting up of a new website could provide information and updates on a
regular basis.
“What happens on this site could influence the rest of Woodbridge.”
“We need to keep this group going!”
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What’s happended since the Community Planning Workshop
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSENSUS MASTERPLAN
A Pre- Application process was set up with the Council following the
Community Planning Weekend. With over twenty meetings taking place
during this period, the design of the scheme has evolved in unison with Suffolk
ff
ffolk
Coastal’s Planning Case Office, Senior Design & Conservation Officer and
Arboriculture & Landscape Officer taking into consideration the vision and
outcomes from the Community Planning Weekend. The strength of the initial
concepts, ideas and feedback from the general public have remained intact
throughout this process. Whilst not always plain sailing, we have sought to
work with the team at Suffolk
ffolk Coastal to achieve the right solution for the
ff
Council, the developer and the general public.

change of scale at the crest of
Melton Hill to the frontage

To support this process, an independent Design Review Panel was held on
3rd October 2016. The Panel was presented with the latest evolution of
the design development. They felt the scheme had great potential to make a
positive contribution to the town and appreciated the ambition of both the
client and architect suggesting more detailed information be provided once
it had been developed. A second Design Review Panel with more developed
designs was held on 2nd February 2017. The Panel acknowledged the design
changes and the significant amount of work undertaken in developing the
design. The overall change of scale, removal of buildings and redesign to the
Melton Hill streetscape was suggested as “showing a fantastic improvement”.
On the strength of this, the Panel were able to endorse the project with a
requirement for further detailed information of certain elements - boundary
conditions, increased private gardens, scale and massing. A further desktop
review from the panel suggests the scheme is sufficiently developed to warrant
preparation of a detailed planning application following the response from a
public exhibition.
There are numerous consultants to assist in the preparation of the scheme in
readiness for a detailed planning submission. The consultant team consists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sweeping height and
scale within the site

exploration with existing non
designated heritage buildings

Quantity Surveyor
Structural Engineer
Civil Engineer
Services Engineer
Arboricultural specialist
Ecology specialist.
Geotechnical Engineer
Asbestos Surveyor
Highways Engineers
Landscape Architect
Heritage Consultant

KEY DESIGN POINTS ESTABLISHED
• Architecture of the Melton Hill Frontage - Replacement Frontage Buildings/
Sense of Arrival.
• Impact of Development on adjacent buildings - scale, mass & appearance
• Quality of Open Spaces - Landscaping, space between buildings, views out
and within site.
• Efficient Space Planning within the buildings envelope - Duplex & Split levels
• Character of the site - Figure ground plan, Views of River Deben AONB,
town centre & proposed landscape
• Quality, Materials and Maintenance - Detailing
• Hidden undercroft parking - elimination of car dominant site.
• Public Access/Private Spaces

Use of robust materials changing textures

Modelling canted cubes

Views to the river from the apartments

Green space and public realm at the
bottom of the site
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6

Location allocated for feature artwork/focal point set
within enhanced hard landscape setting

1
2

Views through to River Deben

3

New square forming a sense of arrival

4

Semi private / communal garden spaces

7

Private gardens / terraces

8

Open space enhancing setting of Listed building

9

Vegetation along boundary retained and enhanced
where appropriate to retain character of the setting

10

Open vibrant central space

5

Natural landscape setting leading towards wetland area
& boardwalk

Beach tree retained

+:;516<2529

16

Refuge turning space and site collection point

21

Resident/visitor access into upper level car park

26

22

Pedestrian / cycle link to Maltings via extended
boardwalk TBA

Contemporary Urban Villa design with effecient
ff
ffecient
footprint to free up space around for landscaping

27

No buildings adjacent to Listed building

Concierge / Porters Lodge

=33522676">0053?:>029

12

Exhibition space at ground level and community space
at first floor level

17

Wider paved frontage providing inviting setting to site
and easier access

13

Cafe fronting the square with outdoor seating fronting
the public realm

18

Potential pedestrian crossings allow easier navigation
and traffic calming

23

New Community frontage building provides
enhanced focal point

19

Ramped one-way access into undercroft parking

24

Townhouses to northern boundary

20

Core access resident/visitor to upper and lower tier
undercroft parking

25

Split level stilt houses with verandas overlooking
wetland meadow

11

14
15

Services access, including fire tender and emergency
Visitor parking spaces

!@:A?6#>BC9

28

Masterplan

Viewing platform incorporated into boardwalk
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Architecture on the Melton Hill Frontage
REPLACEMENT FRONTAGE BUILDINGS
The proposed white brick concierge building is convincing & balanced, a
canted cube that sits well at the junction between the street and site entrance.
A lot of thought has gone into the relationship with the Listed building,
Maltings Cottage, and the axis with Pytches Road.
The proposed dark brick building reflects the weathered Suffolk
ffolk white tones
ff
of the brick villas on the opposite side of the road. The principle commercial
elevation is integrated into the residential townhouse addressing the street
front. The glass is flush with the brick walls and sails over the slender columns,
in contrast but complimenting the concierge building. A smooth clean
appearance is created at the street front and the large translucent glazed
walls carry through into the design of the split level, double height main living
accommodation within the townhouse typology.
The proposed canted cube designs have a dynamic relationship with the
surrounding blocks and existing neighbours. For both buildings, the roof
becomes the ‘fifth’ elevation, visually prominent on the ‘approach elevation’
to the site up Melton Hill from the Thoroughfare and from the Melton in the
other direction

Block B & C'6$",'&//.$(0'17'3"&)/('8$&&

Frontage public realm
Service Access
Concierge / exhibition

The roof material is a dark natural slate in contrast to the other red/orange
plain tile roofs of the remaining buildings on the site.

Coffee
ff
ffee

This design approach aligns with the goal to bring the quality and presence of
the overall scheme to the Melton Hill frontage.

Public square
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Quality of Open Spaces
LANDSCAPE DESIGN STRATEGY
Introduction
The Huck Partnership Ltd, Chartered Landscape Architects were instructed
during June 2016 to undertake the landscape design works for the
redevelopment of the site of the Local Authority offices at Melton Hill
Woodbridge.
Landscape Strategy
Provide a contemporary landscape that reflects the architecture whilst
recognising the setting of Woodbridge.
Provide a safe and pleasant environment in which to live and visit. The
landscape design style and palette of materials aims to integrate the
elements of the site to create a distinctive sense of place and identity to this
development and its setting.
Increase the opportunity for greater biodiversity through appropriate plant
selection and design. The planting design will provide a variety of textures,
colour and interest throughout the year, whilst providing an opportunity for
attracting wildlife, particularly insects and birds.
Trees and Planting
Trees
The proposed trees will be selected to provide interest and diversity through
the site whilst taking into account the proximity to buildings and long term
establishment.
Trees are a strong vertical element with in the landscape providing movement
seasonal change and shade.

Public Space
The site allows public access and this will be defined by providing a clear route
from Melton Hill through the site to the residential blocks and to the Public
Open space at lower part of the site with access to Deben Road. This attractive
route is diverse as it moves through the development, with views opening and
closing.
The site has four zones.
Melton Hill vehicle access and service area this includes the entry and exit to
and from the underground car park.
The Square
This area has pedestrian only access from Melton Hill The Square has been left
open to maximise the views through site and across the river. The treatment
of the area is predominantly paved to reflect the urban setting with whilst
complementing the buildings
The area can be used for events or entertainment or public art. A water
feature is proposed adjacent to the community building
The route from the Square to the residential blocks includes the open
public lawn areas and circulation for pedestrians with controlled vehicle access.
Open grassed area with the deck and platform to enable viewing across the
river to Sutton Hoo with informal recreation. The path will continue along the
bottom of the site and join Deben Road.
Hard materials
The pallet of materials will complement the architecture and create a unified
sense of place to the development.

Selection of trees
Pleached Hedge.
The pleached hedge will be a visual boundary between the access road to
the car park and building F this will define the space. The likely species will be
Carpinus betulus (Hornbeam) which is indigenous, has good leaf colour and
retains its leaves well into winter. This species will contribute to the diversity of
the development whilst also being an attractive feature in its own right.

Paving units in shades of grey, with resin -bonded gravel used for the road way
from the central circle to the public open space.
Reinforce grass used where necessary on the central circle to take emergency
vehicles

Retaining walls will be necessary at various point of the site. The selection will
co-ordinate with the buildings and route ways.

Hornbeam
Planting throughout the site.
The planting will be a combination of evergreen and deciduous shrubs,
perennials and ground covers with ornamental grasses.
Trailing ground covers will be used in the raised beds above the car park to
reduce the impact of the building.
In and around the public open space at the lower end of the site the will be
areas of wild flower seed, indigenous species and fruit trees used to add to
the diversity and interest. The planting will mark seasonal change and provide
interest throughout the year.

Corten used adjacent to the central area and on the deck over the Car park
adjacent to the Car Park access building.

Timber retaining at the lower part of the site to be in keeping with decked area
and route between the Public open space and route to Deben Rd

Lighting
Bollard lighting is proposed through the site development to provide clear
guidance without being obtrusive. Lighting will be contemporary using natural
materials.

Melton Hill, Woodbridge
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Impact of Development on Existing Buildings / Context
SCALE, MASS & APPEARANCE
To help demonstrate the proposed development in context, a number of
section / elevation drawings have been produced. These assist in describing
how the buildings sit within the natural typography of the site and the
relationship with the surroundings.
The approach to the urban scale is directly related to the the scale of the
proposals within the urban‘edge of town centre’setting. This is best illustrated
through the Figure Ground drawing (adjacent). This drawing represents the
footprints of the surrounding buildings demonstrating how our proposals
respond to the transitionary site location between larger blocks to the north
and smaller blocks to the south. A similar transition occurs in the opposite
axis within the site from medium blocks at the Melton Hill street front (west)
down to small blocks towards the river (east).
The diagrams below help to illustrate the footprint of the existing council
office buildings, spacial treatment of the site (ie. car park, green spaces) and the
percentage comparison with proposals.
The proposed footpint is configured to break up the mass of buildings on
site, creating gaps for views through the site and pockets of private and public
spaces for residents and the community. The proposed enclosed building
footprint is comparable in ground area to the existing.

Existing

Proposed

Sun Lane
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Deben Road

No. 117
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Block E
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Central route through
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Section / Elevations
Cedars House
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SOUTH FACING DEBEN ROAD ELEVATION
The South facing (Deben Road) elevation illustrates the impact of the proposed buildings in relation to the existing boundary conditions.The drawing is composed using the site photographs of the existing boundary manipulated to co-ordinate
with Hayden’s Tree Survey data and photographic analysis.
It is important to highlight that the purpose of the section/elevation drawing is to help describe the setting of the proposals and transition of scale. This includes the relationship with the existing boundaries and the immediate neighbours and
Deben Road dwellings.
The boundary conditions (trees) are retained and enhanced to maintain the character of the site, they are not there to justify scale. The section/elevation illustrates how the positioning of the proposed blocks in the existing natural typography
assists in the transition of scale. As a result some of the mature trees we are retaining do naturally provide a green screening.
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Aerial view through the site down to the river
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Artist Impressions

New public square at the top of Melton Hill opening up views down to the River Deben

Pedestrian lane through a wild meadow boardwalk up to Melton Hill
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